T he term storage sparks a number of ideas in the minds of storage experts-more so than most other topics in the computing field. Any discussion about storage among people in the industry brings to mind the East Indian legend made famous by English poet John Godfrey Saxe about the blind men observing an elephant. As they all reach out and feel that part of the elephant closest to themselves, they all have a different "view." Each is correct, and yet none fully so, because no one view can take in the whole picture.
So it is with computer storage. This diversity of points of view derives not only from the physical objects we can see in front of us (e.g., disk drives, nasty old SCSI cables, etc.) but also from the abstract layers that make up the control, configuration, management, and architecture of storage systems.
With all these different points of view, how could we hope to bring to you a single comprehensive issue on storage that would adequately cover this vast space of information? The short answer is that we cannot. The result would have been a tome so large that it would be more akin to a book than ACM Queue magazine. Still, we felt that with some patient work we could carve out a piece from the massive storage universe that would deliver some of the compelling topics of the day.
Let me explain how we narrowed our discussion, and why. First, for the sake of clarity of focus, we deal here with magnetic disk storage only, leaving optical, tape, and semiconductor storage for a future issue. Second, true to Queue's mission, we focus on storage from a software architect's perspective, thus removing discussion on physical technology trends in storage media and interconnect. Finally, we look for the key technologies that are changing the fastest and are most likely to have the biggest impact on you in the near future-thus avoiding in-depth discussions on long-existing protocols such as SCSI or Fibre Channel.
Our issue starts out with an article about the changing face of disk drives as told by Dave Anderson of Seagate Technology. What he says about how disk access is abstracted and optimized might surprise you. To understand why the ever-increasing availability and size of storage and disks never seems to be enough, we've included with Anderson's article a short summary of the now famous "How Much Data" research done by Peter Lyman and Hal Varian of the University of California at Berkeley's School for Information Management and Science.
Next up, Erik Riedel of Seagate Research explains how networked storage is built up from traditional direct-attached storage. He is followed by Jeff Goldner of Microsoft's iSCSI group, who brings us the pros and cons of iSCSI, a new entrant into the area of storage systems.
Since the days of Multics and its follow-on project, Unix, file systems have been the most visible way we view storage-both as users, application writers, and information technology managers. Steve Kleiman of Network Appliance offers a view into evolving file systems with a position on the new Direct Access File System (DAFS).
Perhaps the piece de resistance is an in-depth interview of storage-industry legend Jim Gray of Microsoft Research, conducted by another storage technology veteran, Dave Patterson of U.C. Berkeley. We also include an opinion piece by Josh Coates of Scale8, reminding us why we should (or shouldn't, as the case may be) drop a boatload of cash on those sophisticated storage systems. 
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